KRISTIN BAG
FINISHED SIZE:
SMALL: 18” WIDTH X 11 1/2” HEIGHT X 6” DEPTH (APPROX.)
LARGE: 22” WIDTH X 13” HEIGHT X 7” DEPTH (APPROX.)
The Kristin Bag is a BIG and stylish piece. It is a fantastically trendy bag designed
for any season! A perfect project for anyone looking for a large and unique bag,
suitable for beginners. You can make this bag with leather, suede or cotton, and
still end up with a great result. Make it as a gift or as a general, all-purpose bag
all your own, the Kristin Bag is the one-stop solution! A stylish, yet handy bag to
add to your collection, its size allows for excellent storage capacity, leaving room
for your basic needs. A perfect companion for any season, for any reason, outfit
yourself with this elegant, stylish and sophisticated bag today!
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